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Abstract
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the leading cause of age-related neurodegeneration and is character-

ized neuropathologically by the accumulation of insoluble beta-amyloid (Aβ) peptides. In AD

brains, plaque-associated myeloid (PAM) cells cluster around Aβ plaques but fail to effectively

clear Aβ by phagocytosis. PAM cells were originally thought to be brain-resident microglia. How-

ever, several studies have also suggested that Aβ-induced inflammation causes peripheral mono-

cytes to enter the otherwise immune-privileged brain. The relationship between AD progression

and inflammation in the brain remains ambiguous because microglia and monocyte-derived mac-

rophages are extremely difficult to distinguish from one another in an inflamed brain. Whether

PAM cells are microglia, peripheral macrophages, or a mixture of both remains unclear. CD11a

is a component of the β2 integrin LFA1. We have determined that CD11a is highly expressed on

peripheral immune cells, including macrophages, but is not expressed by mouse microglia. These

expression patterns remain consistent in LPS-treated inflamed mice, as well as in two mouse

models of AD. Thus, CD11a can be used as a marker to distinguish murine microglia from infil-

trating peripheral immune cells. Using CD11a, we show that PAM cells in AD transgenic brains

are comprised entirely of microglia. We also demonstrate a novel fluorescence-assisted quantifi-

cation technique (FAQT), which reveals a significant increase in T lymphocytes, especially in the

brains of female AD mice. Our findings support the notion that microglia are the lead myeloid

players in AD and that rejuvenating their phagocytic potential may be an important therapeutic

strategy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Microglia are the resident immune cells of the central nervous system

(CNS). They play critical roles in synapse formation (Parkhurst et al.,

2013), maintaining the neuronal network by synaptic pruning

(Paolicelli et al., 2011; Schafer et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 2007), as

well as immune surveillance (Nimmerjahn, Kirchhoff, & Helmchen,

2005). Microglia also clear apoptotic cells, myelin or synaptic debris

through phagocytosis (Sierra et al., 2010). As the resident immune

cells of the CNS, understanding microglial involvement in neuroin-

flammatory contexts, such as Alzheimer's disease (AD), is critical for

understanding pathology and for targeting these cells for therapy.

During many neuroinflammatory conditions, microglia become acti-

vated and the brain parenchyma can be infiltrated by peripheral

immune cells. Indeed, single-cell studies have recently confirmed the

presence of distinct bone marrow-derived immune cell types within

compartments of the CNS in mouse models of AD (Mrdjen et al.,

2018). The presence of these intruding cells further mystifies the
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exact role of infiltrating versus brain-resident immune cells in inflam-

mation and neurodegeneration observed in AD.

The biggest hallmark of AD neuropathology is the deposition of

insoluble beta amyloid (Aβ) plaques throughout the brain. Aβ plaques

are frequently surrounded by myeloid immune cells, defined primarily

by their expression of classical myeloid markers, including Iba1,

CD11b, and CD45. However, these markers are not unique to micro-

glia and any infiltrating peripheral monocytes and their macrophage

progeny also express these markers (Bennett et al., 2018), complicat-

ing the ability to determine the origin(s) of plaque-associated cells.

The significance of these plaques-associated myeloid (PAM) cells in

plaque pathology is unclear, including whether this clustering is a

cause or an effect of plaque formation. Furthermore, it is currently

unknown whether PAM cells are brain-resident microglia or peripheral

monocyte-derived macrophages that have infiltrated the brain paren-

chyma. The difficulty in distinguishing between these two populations

has limited our understanding of each of their roles in neuroinflamma-

tion, thus underscoring a need for new strategies to discern them.

In a healthy brain, microglia and macrophages are easily distin-

guished through microscopy by their ramified and amoeboid morphol-

ogy, respectively. Alternatively, these cells can also be differentiated

by flow cytometry using relative expression of cell surface markers,

such as CD45. Microglia were classically defined as CD11b+, CD45lo

and infiltrating monocytes and macrophages as CD11b+, CD45hi

(Sedgwick et al., 1991). Other proposed “microglia-specific” markers,

including Tmem119, Sall1, P2ry12, and Siglec-H, were also recently

identified (Bennett et al., 2016, 2018; Buttgereit et al., 2016; Haynes

et al., 2006; Konishi et al., 2017). While these markers are useful in

healthy brains, during neuroinflammation, such as in AD, activated

microglia and peripheral macrophages alter their respective morphol-

ogy and marker expression patterns, confounding their distinction.

Upon activation, microglia retract their processes and adopt a more

macrophage-like, rounded morphology. Activated microglia also upre-

gulate CD45 levels, making the conventional CD45lo/CD45hi strategy

inadequate in distinguishing microglia through flow cytometry. Addi-

tionally, homeostatic microglial genes like Tmem119 and P2ry12 are

downregulated and other markers such as Trem2 and Apoe are upre-

gulated by microglia in an inflammatory milieu (Butovsky et al., 2014;

Keren Shaul et al., 2017).

To overcome the limitations of these markers, lineage tracing

mouse models have been generated using the microglial expression of

the fractalkine receptor, Cx3cr1 (Jung et al., 2000). One study cross-

bred the Cx3cr1GFP/GFP mice with the 5xFAD mouse model of AD and

found that dying GFP positive cells contributed to Aβ plaque growth

by releasing previously phagocytosed Aβ into the extracellular space

(Baik, Kang, Son, & Mook Jung, 2016). However, macrophages can

also express Cx3cr1, thus the contribution of peripheral monocyte-

derived macrophages cannot be ruled out. These questions can poten-

tially be addressed using the inducible reporter Cx3cr1–CreERT2

(Parkhurst et al., 2013; Yona et al., 2013). While long-lived microglia

will retain induced labeling after tamoxifen pulse, the short-lived infil-

trating macrophages will eventually be replaced by unmarked macro-

phages derived from unlabeled bone marrow monocytes. Thus, this

labeling system can allow the distinction between these two popula-

tions in the brain. However, these genetic reporters may prove

impractical or expensive in certain experimental setups, particularly

when disease models are also employed, which require complex

breeding.

Another strategy to genetically distinguish brain-resident micro-

glia from peripheral bone marrow-derived cells is to use bone marrow

chimeras. Mice transplanted with hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)

post irradiation can replenish all peripheral immune cell types, but not

microglia (Mildner et al., 2007). Thus, transplanting HSCs from geneti-

cally distinct (e.g., GFP+) donor bone marrow can readily distinguish

the peripheral immune cells from host microglia. This was performed

in an AD model and revealed that the PAM cells contained peripheral

macrophages (Simard, Soulet, Gowing, Julien, & Rivest, 2006). How-

ever, a major caveat of this approach is that robust donor HSC

engraftment requires the elimination of the host blood system by high

doses of irradiation, upwards of 10 Gy (or 1,000 Rads). This can have

long-term effects on the brain environment, by activating microglia,

modifying pathology and disrupting the blood brain barrier (BBB;

Menzel et al., 2018). Moreover, a follow-up study from the same

group and others showed that shielding the head during irradiation to

reduce BBB disruption, or use of parabiosis resulted in little to no con-

tribution of bone marrow-derived cells to the PAM population,

despite robust bone marrow engraftment and donor peripheral

immune cell reconstitution (Lampron, Lessard, & Rivest, 2012; Mildner

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2016). The limitations of these strategies

highlight the need for antibodies against surface markers that reliably

distinguish microglia from peripheral macrophages in healthy and

inflamed brains, circumventing the need for bone marrow chimeras.

Here, we discuss and characterize a candidate peripheral immune

cell-specific marker, CD11a (Itgal). CD11a, along with CD18, forms

the leukocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA1) integrin. LFA1,

and thus CD11a, is expressed on all peripheral immune cells, except

red blood cells and platelets (Fathman et al., 2014). LFA1 is important

for immunological synapse formation as well as extravasation into tis-

sues during infection or injury (Lum, Green, Lee, Staunton, & Simon,

2002; Monks, Freiberg, Kupfer, Sciaky, & Kupfer, 1998). As microglia

are brain-resident and not in circulation, we hypothesized that LFA1

would not be expressed on microglia. In support of this, a recent

single-cell mapping study identified CD11a as a marker that is

expressed only on immune cells in the periphery and not in microglia

(Mrdjen et al., 2018). Another study also utilized CD11a, along with

CD49d, to distinguish tumor-associated microglia from bone marrow-

derived macrophages using flow cytometry (Bowman et al., 2016).

While both of these studies suggest that CD11a is only expressed in

peripheral immune cells through RNA-sequencing, we demonstrate its

utility as a surface marker to distinguish microglia from peripheral

immune cells through flow cytometry as well as immunofluorescence.

As many seemingly reliable markers alter their expression during

inflammation (e.g., CD45, P2ry12, and Tmem119), it is critical to care-

fully evaluate the expression patterns of any new markers in a variety

of neuroinflammatory contexts. Here, we show the utility of CD11a in

flow cytometry to mark infiltrating peripheral cells and distinguish

them from microglia in steady state, in LPS-induced neuroinflamma-

tion, and in two different mouse models of AD. In these cases, CD11a

remains highly expressed on peripheral, infiltrating immune cells and

remains unexpressed in microglia. As a result, CD11a allows reliable
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bifurcation of microglia, which are CD11a negative, and infiltrating

monocytes, which are CD11a positive, by flow cytometry and fluores-

cence immunohistochemistry. Additionally, our immunohistochemistry

data shows that PAM cells are CD11a negative and that infiltrating

myeloid cells are rare in AD brains and do not cluster around Aβ pla-

ques, implicating the PAM cells as microglia. Lastly, we also present a

novel flow cytometry-based spiking method to accurately quantify

changes in infiltrating immune cells in aged WT and AD mice. We pro-

vide evidence of a statistically significant increase in microglia num-

bers and infiltrating T cells in female AD mice compared with their

WT littermates. Taken together, our data provides new insights into

the infiltration of peripheral immune cells into the brains of AD mice

using CD11a.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Mice

C57BL/6J (B6; stock no. 00664, JAX) strain was used for healthy,

wild-type mouse experiments. 5xFAD (MMRRC stock no. 034848,

JAX) heterozygous males were crossed with C57BL/6J females to

obtain AD and WT littermates. CFP mice (Rosa26ECFP/ECFP, aka TM5;

Ueno & Weissman, 2006) were donated by Dr. Irving Weissman

(Stanford University). RFP mice (Rosa26mTmG/mTmG, aka mT/mG, stock

no., 007576, JAX, Muzumdar, Tasic, Miyamichi, Li, & Luo, 2007) were

generated by Dr. Liqun Luo (Stanford University) and donated by

Dr. Weissman. GFP mice (Rosa26mG/mG) mice were created at UC

Irvine by crossing Rosa26mTmG/mTmG with a Cre strain that is expressed

in the male germline (Lyve1-Cre; Pham et al., 2010). The mT/mG

reporter will delete the mTomato expression cassette and express

mGFP upon Cre-mediated excision. The progeny was further bred to

remove Lyve1-Cre and create Rosa26mG/mG homozygous mice that

were used. Cx3cr1+/GFP; Ccr2+/RFP double reporter mice (Saederup

et al., 2010) were provided by Dr. Melissa Lodoen (UC Irvine).

Arc48+/− (AD) and Arc48−/− (WT) littermates were a donation from

Dr. Andrea Tenner (UC Irvine). All animal procedures were approved

by the International Animal Care and Use Committee and University

Laboratory Animal Resources of University of California, Irvine.

2.2 | Microarray analysis of Itgal expression in
immune populations

Microarrays (Mouse 430 2.0) of mouse hematopoietic populations

were downloaded and processed from the Gene Expression Commons

(GEXC, gexc.riken.jp) database (Seita et al., 2012). The microglia

microarrays were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus

database (Experiment: GSE29949, Arrays: GSM741192, GSM741193,

and GSM741194 (Nayak, Zinselmeyer, Corps, & McGavern, 2012) and

processed by the GEXC. Itgal expression (probeset 1435560_at) was

compared using the Gene Expression Activity tool, which compares

the Normalized Signal Intensity of each microarray and reports it as a

percentile of expression relative to a reference panel of 11,939 micro-

arrays. For each probeset, the StepMiner algorithm analyzes the

expression pattern across all microarrays of the reference panel and

defines the cutoff between positive (high) and negative (low) expres-

sion, which is set as 0%.

2.3 | Isolation of microglia and monocytes from
brains

Mice were euthanized with Euthasol® prior to intracardial perfusion

of the circulating blood with ice-cold PBS (Hyclone™, GE Healthcare

Life Sciences). Brains and spleens were immediately extracted and

placed in 10% FBS in HBSS on ice. Microglial cells were isolated as

described (Carson, Reilly, Sutcliffe, & Lo, 1998; Ford, Goodsall,

Hickey, & Sedgwick, 1995) without enzymatic digestion. Briefly, one

lobe of the brains was mechanically dissociated with manual chopping,

passed through a 23G needle and sequentially forced through a

70 μm filter mesh. Myelin was removed using a discontinuous layer

1.03/1.088 g/ml Percoll gradient in HBSS. Mononuclear cells were

isolated from the interface, as well as the 1.03 g/ml Percoll fraction

after the floating myelin disk was aspirated.

2.4 | Flow cytometry

Dissociated brains or spleens were analyzed on a BD LSR II Flow Cyt-

ometer (BD Biosciences), BD FACS Aria II Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences),

or a BD Fortessa X20 cytometer. Data were analyzed with FlowJo

software (TreeStar). Single-cell imaging flow cytometry was performed

on Amnis ImageStreamX® Mark II Imaging Flow Cytometer (EMD

Millipore) and data analysis was performed on the IDEAS® software.

2.5 | Immunofluorescence staining and microscopy

The second lobe of each mouse brain and spleen was drop-fixed in

fresh 4% paraformaldehyde immediately after extraction and incu-

bated at 4 �C for 12–24 h. Tissues were stored in 0.05% Sodium

Azide in PBS (PBSN) or immersed in 30% sucrose for 24 h prior to

cutting. Floating 40 μm sections of frozen brain or spleen tissue were

cut on a sliding, freezing microtome (Leica SM 2010R) and stored in

24-well plates in PBSN till further use. For immunofluorescence stain-

ing, sections were washed with PBS and treated with AmyloGlo®

(Biosensis) to stain β-amyloid plaques. Sections were blocked with

10% goat serum in PBS (blocking buffer) prior to staining with primary

antibodies. Primary antibodies were added to sections in blocking

buffer and incubated at 4 �C overnight. Secondary antibodies were

diluted in PBS only and added to sections and incubated for 1 h at

room temperature.

2.5.1 | Tyramide signal amplification

CD11a antibody (Clone 2D7, BD Biosciences Cat# 553118) signal

amplification was performed using the TSA kit (Invitrogen, #B40933)

and manufacturer's protocol. Tissue sections were mounted on

charged glass slides with mounting media with or without DAPI.

Microscopic analysis was performed on an Olympus FV3000 confocal

microscope. It should be noted that brain tissues from each mouse

and its controls were mounted on the same slide, imaged with identi-

cal microscope settings, treated with identical postprocessing in Adobe

Photoshop CS4 to ensure reliable comparisons.
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2.6 | Antibodies

See Supporting Information Table 1 for a full list of antibodies used

for flow cytometry (FACS) and Immunofluorescence (IF) imaging.

2.6.1 | Technical note

While all three CD11a antibody clones appeared equally robust by

flow cytometry, the 2D7 clone (BD Biosciences, Catalog# 553118)

worked best for immunostaining when combined with tyramide signal

amplification (TSA) (described above), though the M17/4 clone was

almost as effective.

2.7 | Intracranial LPS injections

About 10 μg lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from Escherichia coli 011: B4

strain (Sigma-Aldrich, L4391) was diluted in 30 μL sterile PBS and

administered intracranially. The injection procedure for is as follows:

Isoflurane (4%/min) mixed with oxygen (1 L/min) were delivered to

animals via an induction chamber. LPS or vehicle (PBS only) was

injected into the right hemisphere of the brain using a 26-gauge nee-

dle inserted approximately 1 mm directly through the skull, that is, a

hole is not drilled through the skull. Vehicle or LPS are generally deliv-

ered into ventricles by this method. Animals were analyzed 24 h post-

injection. Unpaired transplanted 5xFAD−/− (WT) littermates with

robust chimerism (as described above) were used for these experi-

ments at 6 to 8 weeks of age.

2.8 | Toxoplasma gondii infection

Type II GFP-expressing Prugniaud tachyzoites (Kim, Karasov, & Boot-

hroyd, 2007) were maintained by serial passage in human foreskin

fibroblasts. For infection, parasites were lysed out of host cells by

syringe passage and diluted in sterile PBS. C57BL/6 mice or Cx3cr1+/

GFP;Ccr2+/RFP double reporter mice were infected by intraperitoneal

injection of 200 tachyzoites. Mice were perfused with PBS intracardi-

ally and brains removed and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 7 days

postinfection for acute infection timepoints. To induce reactivation of

latent infection, mice were injected I.P. with 2 mg anti-interferon

gamma or IgG control antibody (Bioxcell) at 28- and 32-days postin-

fection (dpi). At 38 dpi, mice were perfused and brains were analyzed

as described above.

2.9 | Bone marrow transplantation in neonatal mice

To generate 5xFAD mice with labeled peripheral immune cells, fluo-

rescently labeled BM (GFP, RFP, or CFP) was transplanted into neona-

tal (postnatal day 1, P1) 5xFAD+/− (5X) and 5xFAD−/−

(WT) littermates. P1 5X and WT littermates were given ≤3.5 Gy

(350 Rads) dose of X-ray irradiation (XRAD 320, Precision X-ray).

Donor bone marrow was first ckit-enriched by staining with

microbead-conjugated ckit antibodies (Miltenyi) and enriched using

the positive selection (“possel”) setting on an autoMACS (Miltenyi).

Each pup was given up to 200,000 ckit+ BM cells from RFP mice via

facial vein injection. Pups were placed back with the mother, who was

fed an antibiotic chow of Trimethoprim Sulfa (Uniprim, Envigo). After

weaning, the recipients were switched to regular chow and genotyped

with ear or tail snips. Chimerism was measured through tail vein

bleeds at 5 weeks of age and immediately before harvest and con-

firmed by BM HSC analysis upon tissue harvesting. 5X and WT recipi-

ents with similar levels of donor chimerism were paired for

comparison.

2.10 | Fluorescence-assisted quantification
technique

To quantify relative numbers of immune cell populations in wildtype

(WT) and 5xFAD (5X) brains, fluorescently labeled brains were added

to each brain sample immediately after harvest and prior to proces-

sing. Specifically, each WT sample contained one lobe of a WT brain

and one lobe of a fluorescent reporter brain (GFP, RFP, or CFP). The

5X sample was prepared similarly with the remaining lobe of the same

fluorescent reporter brain. Thus, each WT and 5X sample pair

received equal amounts (one lobe each) of fluorescently labeled brain

tissue added to it. The samples were then processed for single cell

suspension and myelin removal as described above. During FACS

analysis, each cell population was sub-divided into fluorescent or non-

fluorescent gates (e.g., CFP+ and CFP−). Assuming that each brain

sample received an equal number of fluorescent brain cells, the fre-

quency of WT versus 5X populations could then be normalized to one

another by comparing to the frequency of that population in the fluo-

rescent cells. To do this, the individual ratios of 5X andWT cell popula-

tions in the final sample were obtained by first dividing percentages of

CFP− cells (5X or WT) by CFP+ cells, producing the ratios of 5X: CFP

and WT: CFP cells, respectively. Next, to obtain the relative changes in

diseased mice, the 5X:CFP ratio of each cell population was divided by

the WT:CFP ratio. No difference in immune cell populations between

WT or 5X mice would result in a relative change of one. To gauge the

baseline sensitivity of this method, right and left lobes of WT mice

(WT lobe-to-lobe) were processed and analyzed as described above

and used as the control group for statistical comparison.

2.11 | Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism 5 software

(La Jolla, CA).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | CD11a is expressed on peripheral immune cells
in the brain, but not on microglia

A microarray database screen of markers that are differentially

expressed in peripheral immune cells and brain-resident microglia cells

revealed that integrin alpha L chain, Itgal or CD11a, was not expressed

in microglia, but highly expressed in all circulating immune cell types

(Figure 1a). Therefore, we sought to confirm cell surface expression of

CD11a in these cells via flow cytometry (Figure 1b). Cells from adult

B6 mouse brains were harvested and stained for surface marker

expression. In the CD11b+, CD45lo microglia population, we did not

detect CD11a surface expression when compared with the fluores-

cence minus one (FMO) negative control. Conversely, CD11a was
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highly and uniformly expressed in the CD11b+, CD45hi population,

which contains primarily monocyte-derived macrophages. The

CD11b−, CD45hi population, which contains mainly lymphocytes, was

also uniformly CD11a+ (data not shown). We found identical expres-

sion patterns using three distinct clones of antibodies that recognize

CD11a. These include the M17/4 and 2D7 clones of the CD11a anti-

body, along with clone H155-78 that recognizes LFA-1, the complex

of CD11a with CD18 (Figure 1b, i–iii). To test the expression of

CD11a on peripheral immune cells, CD45+ splenocytes were also

stained with the same antibody cocktail as the brain cells. Splenocytes

of myeloid and lymphoid lineages express all three clones of CD11a at

high levels (Supporting Information Figure S1A).

Immunofluorescence analysis of CD11a expression in fixed brain

tissue was difficult to assess using all clones and required tyramide sig-

nal amplification in order to detect CD11a+ cells. After amplification,

Iba1+ microglia cells in adult B6 brain did not express CD11a, but we

observed rare round CD11a+ cells that are likely infiltrating lympho-

cytes, based on a lack of Iba1 staining (Figure 1c). To visualize the

differential expression of CD45 and CD11a in microglia (CD11b+,

CD45lo), macrophages (CD11b+, CD45hi) and lymphoid cells (CD11b−,

CD45+), brain and spleen samples were also stained and analyzed on

an imaging flow cytometer to obtain high resolution images of single

cells. Consistent with our observations by FACS, CD11a was not

detected on the surface of microglia, but readily expressed on mono-

cytes and lymphocytes in the brain and spleen (Figure 1d, Supporting

Information Figure S1B and C).

The fractalkine receptor Cx3cr1, is strongly expressed by micro-

glia in the CNS and has been crucial in studying microglia develop-

ment and functions in homeostatic and neuroinflammatory conditions

(Cardona et al., 2006; Jung et al., 2000; Mizutani et al., 2012). Thus,

we also compared CD11a expression in the commonly-used

Cx3cr1-GFP reporter mice (Saederup et al., 2010). As expected, GFP-

labeled cells in the brain, which consist mostly of microglia, did not

express CD11a (Supporting Information Figure S1D and E). Together,

these data show that in healthy brains, CD11a remains highly

expressed in all peripheral hematopoietic cells, but remains unex-

pressed in brain-resident microglia. Thus, CD11a meets the require-

ment for an on–off marker that can clearly distinguish between

microglia (off ) and peripheral immune cells (on) in a homeostatic

mouse brain.

FIGURE 1 CD11a is not expressed in steady-state microglia. (a) Gene expression profile of Itgal (CD11a) in microglia and peripheral

hematopoietic cells. Percentile of expression is based on comparison to a reference panel of nearly 12,000 microarrays (www.gexc.riken.jp).
Values below zero are considered unexpressed. (b) Flow cytometry plots of adult mouse brain cells. CD11b+ CD45lo microglia (“CD45lo”, red
gate) and CD11b+ CD45hi macrophages (“CD45hi”, blue gate) were analyzed for cell surface expression of CD11a using antibody clones M17/4
(i), 2D7 (ii) against CD11a, and H155-78 (iii) against LFA-1 (CD11a/CD18). Histograms show CD45lo microglia (red), CD45hi macrophages (blue),
and fluorescence minus one control (“FMO”, grey). (c) Immunofluorescence image of C57/B6 brain. White arrows denote representative microglia
which are Iba1+ but CD11a−. The red arrow denotes an example of a CD11a+ immune cell, which is Iba1−. Images were taken at 120X, scale
bars = 10 μm. (d) Imaging flow cytometry of brain cells. Representative images of cells within CD11b+ CD45lo microglia (“45lo”), CD11b+ CD45hi

macrophages (“45hi”) and CD11b− CD45+ lymphocytes (45+) populations in each channel (see Supporting Information Figure S1C for splenocyte
controls). Exact same voltage correction settings were applied to all samples
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3.2 | Microglia and monocytes/macrophages do not
alter CD11a expression in activation states

CD45 expression levels are commonly used to distinguish microglia

(CD45lo) from infiltrating peripheral monocytes (CD45hi) by flow cyto-

metry. However, CD45 expression increases in microglia cells with

activation in neuroinflammatory contexts (Greter, Lelios, & Croxford,

2015; Sedgwick et al., 1991). To determine whether activated

microglia similarly upregulate CD11a expression, we injected the

inflammatory molecule LPS or vehicle control intracranially into 6–8

week old B6 mice to activate microglia. LPS is known to cause a mas-

sive inflammatory response in the brain and induces a rapid influx of

infiltrating immune cells into the brain (Cazareth, Guyon, Heurteaux,

Chabry, & Petit-Paitel, 2014). Brains of vehicle- and LPS-treated mice

were harvested 24 hr post-injection. As expected, CD45 expression

slightly increased in all CD11b+ cells with LPS treatment, partially

obscuring the normal separation between CD45lo microglia and

CD45hi monocytes (Figure 2a, left panels). However, CD11a expres-

sion remained absent on microglia, while infiltrating monocytes highly

expressed this marker (Figure 2a, middle panels). Additionally, an

influx of monocytes into LPS-injected brains further blurred the dis-

tinction between microglia and monocytes using CD45, which

becomes apparent when CD11a− and CD11a+ populations are over-

laid using the conventional CD11b versus CD45 gating strategy

(Figure 2a, right panels).

It is formally possible that some infiltrating monocytes rapidly

downregulate CD45 and CD11a upon infiltration and would be

included in the “microglia” gate. To ensure that infiltrating monocytes

and their descendent macrophages did not downregulate CD11a

expression, we repeated the LPS and vehicle injection in 6–8 week

old B6 mice that had been irradiated and transplanted as neonates

with bone marrow cells from adult GFP+ or RFP+ donors (Figure 2b)

(Yoder & Hiatt, 1997). This neonatal transplantation strategy allowed

for effective HSC engraftment with low doses of irradiation (≤3.5 Gy)

compared with the higher required dose for adult recipients

(8–10 Gy). It also allowed for the BBB to recover and the bone mar-

row compartment to stabilize by the time of LPS injection. Six to eight

weeks post-transplant, vehicle or LPS was injected intracranially and

the brains were harvested 24 hours post-injection. Fluorescent imag-

ing of one lobe of each brain showed infiltrating RFP+ cells through-

out the brain only in the LPS-treated mice (Figure 2b). Flow

cytometric analysis was performed on the other lobe of the brain and

showed that all donor bone marrow-derived RFP+ cells lied within the

CD11a positive gate (Figure 2c). This confirms that infiltrating RFP+

cells did not downregulate CD11a. Microglia, which are not replen-

ished by the bone marrow, remained RFP− and CD11a−. Immunos-

taining of brains transplanted with GFP bone marrow cells (instead of

RFP), showed Iba1+ microglia remained CD11a− even after LPS-treat-

ment, while all GFP+ cells were CD11a+, including both Iba1+ (mye-

loid) or Iba1− (likely lymphoid) populations (Figure 2d, Supporting

Information Figure S2A and B). Together, these data indicate that acti-

vated microglia remain CD11a negative and infiltrating immune cells

remain CD11a+ in an inflammatory milieu. Thus, CD11a is a stable

marker that can distinguish peripheral immune cells from brain-

resident microglia.

Whereas microglia in LPS-injected mice did not express CD11a,

they did upregulate its expression in chronic Toxoplasma gondii infec-

tion, a parasite known to infect the brain and induce a strong immune

reaction. Through flow cytometry analysis, microglia showed slight

upregulation of CD11a in the acute stage of T. gondii infection (7 dpi)

compared with mock-infected mice (Supporting Information

Figure S3A). However, this shift in microglia was not detectable via

immunofluorescence staining, despite tyramide amplification (Sup-

porting Information Figure S3B). In contrast, during chronic infection,

when the parasites are encysted in the brain, CD11a was detectable

on microglia by both flow cytometry and immunofluorescence micros-

copy and highly upregulated in peripheral immune cells (Supporting

Information Figure S3C–E). This finding aligns with previous reports

that activated microglia and infiltrating cells express CD11a during

chronic infection (Biswas et al., 2015). In this context, CD11a is com-

parable to CD45 as a marker. Thus, CD11a upregulation is context-

dependent and must be tested in each model of neuroinflammation.

3.3 | Microglia in AD model mice do not express
CD11a

In the 5xFAD mouse model of AD, a tandem of two transgenes

contain a total of five familial mutations in human amyloid precur-

sor protein (APP) and presenilin-1 (PSEN1) genes. Together they

cause a rapid accumulation of Aβ in the brain as early as 3 months,

with AD plaque-like pathology being observable at 4 months, and

end-stage equivalent at 6 months of age (Oakley et al., 2006). Sim-

ilar to activated microglia, CD45 expression in aged 5xFAD mice is

upregulated in all CD11b+ cells, making it difficult to distinguish

monocytes from microglia using the conventional CD11b versus

CD45 gating scheme. With disease progression, it becomes increas-

ingly unclear whether the abundant population of CD45hi cells are

microglia or infiltrating monocytes (Figure 3a). However, these

populations could still be distinguished using a CD11b versus

CD11a gating strategy (Figure 3b). Using CD11a also highlighted

the abundant CD45hi population in aged 5xFAD brains, which also

upregulates CD11b but is almost entirely CD11a− (Figure 3c).

Therefore, these cells likely represent microglia that have upregu-

lated CD45, and not a massive influx of infiltrating monocytes/

macrophages. We also observed a similar trend in a second inde-

pendent AD transgenic model, Arc48 mice, which express a differ-

ent combination of familial mutations than the 5xFAD mouse

model (Cheng et al., 2004; Supporting Information Figure S4).

While there were slight increases in CD11a expression on microglia

with age and disease progression in AD mice, a similar trend was also

noticed in their WT littermates, as well as in the monocyte/macro-

phage populations of WT and AD mice, and the separation between

CD11a− and CD11a+ populations was still distinct (Figure 3b).

3.4 | Plaque-associated myeloid cells are microglia,
not peripheral monocytes/macrophages

Immunofluorescence imaging of microglia in WT and AD mice consis-

tently showed that microglia (Iba1+) in the brain parenchyma were not

labeled with CD11a. Additionally, plaque-associated Iba1+ cells did not
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co-label with CD11a even at 12 months of age (Figure 3d). On rare

occasions, CD11a + cells were found near plaques, but they did not

co-stain with Iba1, meaning they were not of myeloid lineage.

Together, these data show that microglia in two AD mouse models,

5xFAD and Arc48, remain CD11a negative despite the increase in pla-

que burden with age. Moreover, peripheral myeloid cells

have nominal contribution to the overall CD45hi population, indicating

there is not a massive influx of peripheral monocytes in the AD brain.

FIGURE 2 CD11a expression remains consistent in activated microglia and infiltrating macrophages. (a) FACS plots of the brains of C57/B6

adult mice 24 hr after intracranial injection of vehicle (top row) or 10 μg of LPS (bottom row). Leftmost plots show traditional CD11b versus
CD45 gating scheme with microglia (CD11b+ CD45lo, red gates) and macrophages (CD11b+ CD45hi, blue gates). Middle plots show CD11b
versus CD11a and revised gating for microglia (CD11b+ CD11a−, “11a−”, red gate) and macrophages (CD11b+ CD11a+, “11a+”, blue gate).
Rightmost plots show overlays of CD11a− (red) and CD11a+ (blue) populations (from the middle plots) on CD11b versus CD45 plots.
(b) Schematic of transplantation of adult RFP+ bone marrow into P1 C57/B6 (WT) pups, followed by intracranial LPS (or vehicle) injection 6 to
8 weeks after transplant, and analysis 24 hr post-injection. 20× images of one brain lobe following vehicle (left) or LPS (right) injection showing
RFP+ (red) BM-derived cells in the brain versus DAPI-stained nuclei (blue). Scale bars = 50 μm. (c) Flow cytometry analysis of the other brain lobe
24 hr after vehicle (top row) or LPS (bottom row) injection. The leftmost plots show gating on RFP+ BM-derived donor cells versus RFP− host
cells. The middle and right plots show CD11b versus CD45 (middle plots) or versus CD11a (right plots). RFP+ cells are shown in red and host cells

in grey. (d) Representative immunofluorescence images of brain sections from LPS-treated mice after transplantation of adult GFP+ bone marrow
cells into neonatal recipients (120×, scale bars = 10 μm). All GFP+ infiltrating cells (green) co-stain with CD11a (red). White arrows denote Iba1+
microglia, which do not express CD11a or GFP. Red arrows indicate GFP+ cells that are CD11a+ Iba1−. Yellow arrows indicate GFP+ cells that
express Iba1 as well as CD11a
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3.5 | Peripheral immune cells do not downregulate
CD11a upon infiltration in AD brains

Given the low amounts of CD45hi and CD11a+ cells observed in

12-month-old 5xFAD mice, we wanted to confirm that infiltrating

monocytes/macrophages did not downregulate CD11a. To this end,

we transplanted neonatal 5X and WT littermates with RFP+ bone

marrow cells (Figure 4a). After 12 months of age (and 12 months

post-transplantation), we harvested one lobe for flow cytometry and

the other for immunofluorescence imaging. By flow cytometry, almost

all RFP+ cells remained in the CD11a+ fraction whereas the CD11a−

cells were all negative for RFP (Figure 4b). There was little evidence of

robust infiltration of peripheral cells, as the percentage of RFP+ cells

in the brain was low in both WT and 5X mice. Donor chimerism was

high in all recipient mice, as measured by HSC chimerism in the BM

(Figure 4b). Thus, the absence of RFP+ cells in the brain was not due

to low engraftment levels of RFP+ cells. As seen in LPS-treated chime-

ric mice, infiltrating RFP+ cells in 5X and WT mice did not downregu-

late CD11a (Figure 4b). Importantly, RFP+ cells maintained CD11a

expression 1 year after transplant. Therefore, CD11a− cells in the 5X

brains are unlikely to be from bone marrow-derived cells infiltrating

from the periphery. This transplantation approach also allowed us to

quantify the relative abundances of different immune populations

(CD11b+ CD11a− microglia, CD11b+ CD11a+ myeloid cells, and

CD11b− CD11a+ lymphoid cells) in 5X and WT brains (Figure 4c). No

significant difference was observed in the distribution of bone

marrow-derived cells in 5X mice compared with their WT littermates.

To assess whether the RFP+ cells clustered around plaques, we also

imaged sections of the other lobe of these transplanted 5X mice.

Observation of RFP cells was extremely rare in 5X brains as well as

WT mice (Figure 4d). Thus, it is unlikely that any RFP+ cells contrib-

uted to the PAM population. Taken together, these data provide

strong evidence that infiltrating cells do not downregulate CD11a and

that infiltration of CD11a+ peripheral immune cells is not dramatically

increased in AD mice compared with their wildtype littermates. This

also provides further evidence that the plaque-associated myeloid

cells are CD11a−, brain-resident microglia.

FIGURE 3 Microglia in 5xFAD mice do not express CD11a. (a–c) representative FACS plots of 5xFAD−/− (WT, left columns) and 5xFAD+/−

(5X, right columns) littermates at 2 months (top row), 6 months (middle row), and 12 months (bottom row) of age. (a) Traditional CD11b
versus CD45 plots show increasing overlap between microglia and macrophages in 5X mice with age. (B) CD11b versus CD11a plots show a
clear distinction between microglia (CD11b+ CD11a−, “11a−”, red gate) and macrophages (CD11b+ CD11a+, “11a+”, blue gate).
(C) Traditional CD11b versus CD45 plot showing an overlay of microglia (“11a−”, red) and macrophage (“11a+”, blue) populations using the
CD11a gating strategy from b. (d) Representative immunofluorescent images (120×, scale bar = 10 μm) of 12-month-old WT (top) and 5X
(bottom) brains. Iba1+ cells (green) surrounding beta amyloid plaques (Aβ, blue) are CD11a−. Extremely rare instances of CD11a+ cells (red)
found near plaques do not express Iba1
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3.6 | Fluorescence-assisted quantification technique
reveals an increase in T cell infiltration in 5xFAD
females

Our transplantation approach in 5X mice did not show any major

influx of peripheral immune cells (Figure 4c and d), especially com-

pared with LPS-injected brains (Figure 2b). Given the improved dis-

tinction between microglia and peripheral immune cells that the

CD11b versus CD11a gating strategy provides, we aimed to quantify

the relative number of infiltrating cells in unmanipulated, aged 5X

mice compared with their wild-type littermates. However, 5X brains,

which suffer from chronic inflammation, have differences in cell viabil-

ity and display different properties on flow cytometry analysis than

WT brains, making it difficult to quantitatively compare microglia,

monocytes or lymphocytes between WT and 5X brains as a percent-

age of total cells in the brain. Furthermore, the final cell yield, which

requires mechanical digestion and centrifugation through a Percoll

gradient, is inconsistent and can lead to huge variability in the abso-

lute numbers of cells harvested from prep to prep. Lastly, counting

beads, which can be added to sample tubes to estimate absolute num-

bers, are depleted via Percoll gradient, and therefore cannot be added

during the prep stage to accurately control for differences in prep

yield.

As a solution to these issues, we developed a method called “fluo-

rescence-assisted quantification technique” (FAQT) to spike in fluo-

rescently labeled brain tissue during the initial harvesting step and

before the Percoll gradient steps. As such, any discrepancies in yield

due to preparation would equally affect the fluorescently labeled cells.

As long as an equal amount of fluorescently labeled brain tissue

(i.e., one lobe each from the same brain) was added to each prepara-

tion of WT and 5X brain, the yields of brain populations could be nor-

malized to the fluorescent control and the relative abundances of

FIGURE 4 Plaque-associated myeloid cells are not derived from bone marrow. (a) 5xFAD−/− (WT, n = 4) and 5xFAD+/− (5X, n = 4) littermates

were transplanted with RFP+ bone marrow as neonates (P1), then analyzed 12 months later. (b) Representative flow cytometry plots of WT (left)
and 5X (right) brains at 12 months of age. Total RFP− (black gate) and RFP+ (red gate) cells were analyzed for CD11b versus CD11a expression
(lower FACS plots). The bar graph (right) indicates the donor HSC chimerism in the BM of the transplanted mice at 12 months. The bottom
CD11b versus CD11a plots show the distribution of immune populations in the RFP− host cells (left, black) and RFP+ BM-derived cells (right,
red). Quadrants Q1 (CD11b+ CD11a−, orange quadrant) represent microglia, Q2 (CD11b+ CD11a+, blue quadrant) macrophages, and Q3
(CD11b− CD11a+, green quadrant) lymphocytes. (c) Bar graph showing the distribution of immune cell types in the host (left bars) and RFP+
donor (right bars) in WT and 5X brains. The sum of the three immune cell quadrants was set to 100%. Error bars are SD (n = 4 mice each).
(d) Representative image of the brain of a 5X mouse transplanted with RFP+ BM 12 months post-transplant shows no infiltrating RFP+ cells (red).
Aβ plaques are shown in blue. Images taken at 20× magnification, scale bars = 50 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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each population calculated. As illustrated in Figure 5a, we harvested a

pair WT and 5X littermates, and added one lobe of each brain to sepa-

rate tubes. We then harvested a CFP+ brain and separated the two

lobes, then added one lobe to the WT tube and one lobe to the 5X

tube, so each tube received an identical amount of fluorescent brain

tissue. We then proceeded with the normal preparation and Percoll

gradient. We then stained and analyzed each brain prep by flow

cytometry, gated on each immune population (e.g., microglia, mono-

cytes, T cells, B cells, granulocytes), then separated them into CFP+

and CFP−fractions (Supporting Information Figure S5). Thus, any vari-

ability in cell yield will be reflected in both the CFP+ and CFP− cells

within the sample. We could then compare the percentage of fluores-

cently labeled cells between the WT and 5X population to estimate

the ratios of each population to the fluorescent control (Figure 5b). If

we divide the ratio of WT:CFP microglia by the ratio of 5X:CFP micro-

glia, then we can estimate the abundance of the 5X microglia relative

to its WT littermate (which is set to 1). For example, if 50% of micro-

glia in the WT brain are CFP+ (a 1:1 WT:CFP ratio), but only 25% of

microglia in the 5X brain are CFP+ (a 3:1 5X:CFP ratio), then this

would suggest that the microglia in the 5X brain are three times as

abundant as the WT microglia, because we added the same number

of CFP+ microglia to each tube. As a control, we first performed this

using only WT brains, comparing the abundance of immune popula-

tions between the left lobe and right lobe (“WT L/R”), which we

assume to be equal (Figure 5c–h). The differences we observe

between the left and right lobes represent the variation inherent in

this system and offer a control group to the 5X:WT ratios for statisti-

cal comparisons.

We used this technique to measure the relative abundance of

several immune populations between the brains of WT and 5X litter-

mates at approximately 12 months of age. We separately analyzed

male and female brains due to the known differences in AD pathology

between the genders in this mouse model (Oakley et al., 2006; Sadleir,

Eimer, Cole, & Vassar, 2015). In the males, the differences between

WT and 5X brains were relatively minor for most populations and

were not statistically significant compared with the WT lobe-to-lobe

control. In the female 5X brains, where pathology is greater, there was

a significant increase in microglia, but not in macrophages or

FIGURE 5 Fluorescence-assisted quantification technique (FAQT). (a) Schematic of FAQT. Fluorescent brains (e.g., CFP) are divided into lobes

and mixed with one lobe from a 5X mouse and one lobe of a WT littermate, then processed and analyzed by flow cytometry. After FACS analysis,
immune cell populations were each gated and then separated into CFP+ and CFP− fractions. See gating strategy for each immune cell type in
Supporting Information Figure S5. (b) Quantification strategy. The ratio of CFP− to CFP+ cells was calculated for both the 5X and WT pair, then
was used to calculate the ratio of 5X to WT cells (5X:WT), canceling out the CFP+ spiking cells. (c–h) For each immune cell population, the
leftmost column shows the relative ratio of immune cells between the left and right lobes of a WT brain (WT L/R), which represents the WT lobe-
to-lobe control. The 5X:WT ratio of each pair of 5X/WT lobes is plotted, showing male pairs (middle) and female pairs (right). The value is the
ratio of 5X immune cells relative to WT (which is set to one and indicated by the dashed line). Statistical analysis (one-way ANOVA, Tukey's
multiple comparison test) compares the three groups. Asterisks represent a p < .05 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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granulocytes, which were slightly elevated but not statistically signifi-

cant (Figure 5c–e). Furthermore, we saw a statistically significant

increase in CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations compared with either

the WT only lobe-to-lobe ratios or the male 5X:WT ratios (Figure 5f

and g). B cells appeared elevated in 5X females but were not statisti-

cally significant (Figure 5h). Using CD11a allowed us to determine that

a majority of the CD45hi cells in AD brains were in fact microglia that

also upregulated CD11b. Using CD11a and FAQT, we show evidence

of microglial proliferation in AD brains, with no significant infiltration

of peripheral myeloid cells.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate the utility of using CD11a as a marker

to distinguish healthy, activated, and Alzheimer's disease-associated

microglia from CD11a+ infiltrating peripheral immune cells. As CD11a

is a negative marker for microglia, it can be combined with existing

positive markers (e.g., Tmem119, P2ry12) to enhance microglia/

monocyte distinction, or be used in lieu of markers such as CD45 to

simplify microglia identification. When combined with just CD11b,

microglia can be readily identified as CD11b+ and CD11a−. CD11a

overcomes several limitations of the CD45 versus CD11b gating strat-

egy. First, we observed no significant upregulation of CD11a by acti-

vated microglia in our LPS-induced inflammation model, which is not

the case for CD45. Second, we determined that microglia in two dif-

ferent AD mouse models do not upregulate CD11a, unlike CD45,

even at ages with peak plaque burden. Thus, using CD11a, along with

CD11b, for flow cytometry will allow isolation of microglia in the

CD11a− fraction and peripheral myeloid cells in the CD11a+ fraction.

While CD11a is excellent in distinguishing microglia and infiltrating

myeloid cells in AD models, we showed that its expression on micro-

glia was upregulated in the chronic stages of T. gondii infection. Thus,

the utility of CD11a in distinguishing microglia from peripheral mye-

loid populations must be tested on a case-by-case basis. The signaling

events that lead to LFA1 upregulation on microglia still remain to be

investigated. As LFA1 is also important for antigen presentation, it is

possible that LFA1 upregulation on microglia may play a role in facili-

tating a T cell response in the brain, as T cell-mediated immunity is

well-established for T. gondii infection.

Using CD11a as a marker has allowed us to address outstanding

questions regarding the roles of microglia versus infiltrating mono-

cytes in AD pathology. One such question regards the identity of the

myeloid cells that surround Aβ plaques. We have determined that

PAM cells are CD11a−, and therefore our findings support the notion

that PAM cells are microglia, rather than infiltrating monocytes

recruited to plaques. While it remains formally possible that mono-

cytes, and subsequent macrophages, recruited to plaques eventually

downregulate CD11a, we saw no evidence of this in our transplanta-

tion system, despite the fact that we analyzed 5X brains 1 year after

transplantation. Although nearly 100% of the BM-derived cells were

RFP+ or GFP+, we saw no fluorescent cells clustered around the pla-

ques through immunofluorescent staining. Additionally, all fluorescent

cells we observed in the brain were CD11a+ through flow cytometry.

Together, our data strongly supports the notion that PAM cells are

entirely composed of microglia, and not peripheral macrophages.

Our findings align with previous studies supporting microglia as

the sole players in an AD CNS. Such studies have shown no significant

infiltration based on lack of BBB disruption (Bien-Ly et al., 2015).

However, previous studies replacing the peripheral immune system by

transplanting reporter-expressing HSCs have shown evidence of bone

marrow-derived monocytes infiltrating the CNS in AD models

(Mildner et al., 2007; Simard et al., 2006). However, HSC transplanta-

tion in adult mice requires high doses of irradiation, which can alter

the brain environment by activating microglia and disrupting the BBB.

We circumvented the artifacts of high dose irradiation by transplant-

ing 5X and WT littermates as neonates with fluorescently labeled,

ckit-enriched bone marrow cells. This approach allowed us to attain

high levels of chimerism with much lower doses of irradiation

(≤3.5 Gy). Additionally, it allowed substantial time for BBB recovery:

6 to 8 weeks for LPS experiments or one full year for AD experiments

and analysis. These findings suggest that neonatal transplantation

allows the BBB to remain intact during the onset and progression of

the disease and that the lack of infiltration is physiologically relevant.

A second question we attempted to address using CD11a was to

what extent do peripheral immune cells infiltrate the brain in AD? By

analyzing CD11a expression in 5X mice, we saw little evidence of a

robust infiltrating monocyte population in 5X brains compared with

WT, even after 1 year. The abundant CD45hi population in 5X brains

was CD11a−, suggesting they are microglia. Furthermore, in the trans-

plantation system, these CD45hi cells were also RFP−, suggesting they

are not BM-derived. Together, this strongly argues against a massive

influx of monocytes into the brain but does not rule out mild increases

or gender-specific differences in infiltrating populations.

To provide a sensitive method of quantifying the abundance of

immune populations in the brain, we developed a technique called

FAQT. Pairs of WT and 5X brains are spiked with an equal quantity of

fluorescently labeled brain tissue, then after flow cytometry analysis,

each population is normalized to the fluorescent control. As long as

we can assume that the abundance of each population is consistent

between the right lobe and left lobe of the fluorescent mice, the age,

gender, or strain of the spiking brains is irrelevant after normalization.

This makes it easy to add fluorescent brains to any brain prep to allow

comparison between any two mice. This method is preferable to add-

ing fluorescent counting beads, which would either be lost during Per-

coll processing if added before, or neglect sample-specific differences

in cell yield if added before analysis. Using this strategy, we were able

to quantify and isolate gender-specific differences in peripheral

immune cell populations of all aged 5X mice relative to their WT litter-

mates. Aged male 5X mice showed no significant increases in any cell

populations. Whereas peripheral myeloid populations in the females

were only mildly increased, T-lymphocyte infiltration was significantly

increased in 5X female brains relative to WT as well as their male

counterparts. A significant increase in T-lymphocytes supports a role

for the adaptive immune system in AD, as we have previously shown

using an AD mouse model that lacks an adaptive immune system

(Marsh et al., 2016). Moreover, FAQT can be useful in a variety of

neuroinflammatory contexts to accurately quantify infiltrating immune

cell populations.
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While there is strong evidence that PAM cells are CD11a negative

microglia in mouse models of AD, whether this finding translates to

human AD patients has yet to be determined. It is known that CD11a is

expressed in peripheral human immune cells (Watanabe & Fan, 1998).

A recent microglial gene-expression study found CD11a is not expressed

in brain tissues resected during surgery (Gosselin et al., 2017). We are

currently investigating whether human peripheral cells infiltrate the

parenchyma and cluster around Aβ plaques, or whether microglia are the

main players in human AD, as seen in mouse models of AD.

In this study, we have established CD11a as a stable and reliable

marker to distinguish microglia and peripheral myeloid populations in

the brain. This commercially available marker is inexpensive and

widely available in a variety of fluorochromes. For immunofluorescent

staining of fixed brain sections, we highly recommend tyramide signal

amplification to greatly improve signal intensity. While CD11a expres-

sion must be validated for each neuroinflammatory context prior to its

use, we find that in many contexts (e.g., LPS, 5xFAD, and Arc48), but

not all (e.g., Toxoplasma infection), CD11a dramatically improves the

ability to distinguish microglia from other infiltrating immune cell

types. Therefore, we contend this marker should be included in the

neuroimmunologist's standard toolkit.
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